
Many ports and maritime installations around the world run 
the risk of explosive ordnance (EXO) contamination as a legacy 
of conflict, whether as a result of military action, or loss of 
munitions during transhipment.  One such port that has recent 
experience of this form of contamination is the Port of Albany 
in Western Australia.  As an embarkation point for surplus World 
War I and World War II munitions, the Port of Albany, Western 
Australia saw (EXO) being loaded onto barges for offshore 
disposal during 1947 and 1948. Anecdotal evidence, backed up 
by the recovery of EXO during subsequent dredging operations, 
indicated that some items were lost overboard during this 
process and were never recovered.  The Albany Port Authority 
(APA) recognised that the presence of EXO located within the 
Princess Royal Harbour posed an unsatisfactorily high risk to 
woodchip vessels using their Berth 6 and to future development 
plans to deepen Berths 5 and 6.  In a bid to improve safety for 
vessels and reduce the risk to future marine developments, the 
APA initiated a project to remove EXO from Princess Royal 
Harbour.  The main objective of this project was to reduce any 
risk associated with EXO in the port to a level that is As Low 
As Reasonably Possible (ALARP). In order to carry out this 
clearance work safely and effectively, the APA commissioned 
BMT JFA Consultants, with the support of other specialist 
partners, to develop an appropriate methodology. 

Identifying the obstacles 
With specialist dredging management expertise, BMT was 
well placed to provide a comprehensive strategy in relation 
to the EXO survey and clearance planning and management.  
Its ability to collaborate with other partners also allowed the 
successful preparation and management of the procurement 
process.  Due to the unusual nature of the works, BMT 
recognised that it was important to devote a substantial amount 
of time to developing a robust EXO clearance methodology 
which took into account a number of critical site specific 

factors including several key factors. There were a number 
of large items of extraneous debris present on the seafloor 
including remnant jetty piles. These posed a potential barrier to 
any subsequent dredging operations and had to be accounted 
for.  The presence of metallic items of extraneous debris such 
as railway bolts, cables and railway track that exhibit magnetic 
signals would also create significant difficulties in identifying 
items of EXO due to the high level of background metallic 
contamination.  Soft mobile sediment which overlays a firm 
clay seabed at both of the demolished jetty sites that exist there 
creates substantial difficulties as the items of EXO are likely 
to be present within the mobile sediments on the clay surface, 
making visual identification impossible.  The fine nature of 
the material is such that any disturbance at the surface would 
rapidly reduce diver visibility and prevent efficient operations.  

Developing a tailored methodology
In order to address these factors effectively, BMT developed a 
staged methodology prior to the commencement of the works.  
Firstly, and before dredging operations could begin, it was 
necessary to undertake diver operations in order to clean up the 
site.  This work focused on the removal of the large-sized debris 
present on the seabed in order to improve the efficiency of the 
dredging operations by reducing the number of obstructions 
present.  Following this preparation of the site, the focus of the 
operations shifted to the removal of the layer of soft mobile 
sediment that had accumulated within the dredge areas.  

A standard suction pipe was used in the early stages of 
this work but was quickly found to be an ineffective tool as 
it regularly became blocked as a result of the large amount of 
debris present at the site.  Various operational modifications were 
trialled, such as the installation of raker bars but unfortunately 
this did not have the desired effect.  As a result, a new rotating 
cutter head was developed – a much more radical solution to 
the problem of excessive blockages.  The use of a rotating cutter 
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head had multiple advantages over the ‘vacuum cleaner’ design 
of the suction pipe.  It provided the capacity to mechanically 
clear obstructions from the dredging apparatus using the 
combined effects of the rotational force of the cutter and 
the frictional force of the seabed.  The direction of rotation, 
which was opposite to the normal direction of operation of 
comparable cutter heads, had the effect of sweeping debris 
away from the head rather than ‘cutting’ into the seabed and 
entraining the debris. The surface area of the gaps in the rotating 
cutter head was substantially larger than that of the suction pipe 
arrangement.  This meant that even when objects did become 
blocked in the cutter head, it took much longer for the number 
of blockages to build up to the point that dredge productivity 
was detrimentally affected.

Expert operations
This suction dredging work was undertaken in parallel with 
diving operations.  In particular, the divers were able to 
review the progress of (and provide assistance to) the dredging 
operations, providing validation of the effectiveness of this 
activity on a daily basis.  Once the sediment removal work had 
been completed, a subsequent phase of diver clearance work was 
also undertaken that involved the comprehensive inspection of 
the site on a 200 percent coverage basis to locate and identify 
all metallic objects that remained within the search area.  The 
diver team completed this inspection in pairs, including at least 
one qualified Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) diver, using a 
handheld metal detector to locate any objects. 

Positive results
As a result of extensive investigation of the two jetty areas 
where some 15,000 cubic meters of soft mobile sediments were 
dredged from the work area, only a relatively small number of 

EXO related items were recovered.  This indicates that the likely 
level of contamination at the site was and is, very low.  The 
robust methodology and implementation of a thorough risk 
assessment process involving relevant experts ensured that the 
project risks were minimised.  Moving forward, the APA now 
has the confidence that the likelihood of encountering EXO 
at the site is as low as can be practically achieved, which will in 
turn, allow for the development of future projects.
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Diver inspecting a 6 inch shell located on the seabed during the pre-inspection 
of the site.

Modified cutter head. Note the 70 millimeter maximum aperture between 
raker bars.

Metal detector being utilised during seabed inspections. Dredge material being discharged into the settlement ponds.
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